Note however that some of the groupoids D n (k) may be empty! Thus all information about the objects and the isomorphisms in D(k) is contained in the non-empty groupoids D n (k). Regarding the non-isomorphisms in D(k), the following definition proves to be useful. Definition 2.4. A non-isomorphism f in D(k) is called reducible if it is composed of two non-isomorphisms in D(k), and irreducible otherwise.
Thus a non-isomorphism f in D(k) is irreducible if and only if for all morphisms g and h in D(k) the identity f = hg implies that g is an isomorphism or h is an isomorphism.
Every morphism f : A → B in D(k) determines uniquely the ascending sequence dim(A) = n 0 < n 1 < . . . < n = dim(B) of all natural numbers n i with dim(A) ≤ n i ≤ dim(B) such that D n i (k) = ∅. In particular, f determines uniquely the natural number . We call = (f ) the length of f . Note that f = hg implies (f ) = (h) + (g). (ii) Every morphism of length 1 in D(k) is irreducible.
(iii) Every non-isomorphism in D(k) is composed of irreducible morphisms.
Proof. (i) is a reformulation of Proposition 2.3(ii).
(ii) If (f ) = 1 and f = hg, then 1 = (h) + (g) implies (h) = 0 or (g) = 0. The statement now follows from (i).
(iii) We prove the statement for all non-isomorphisms f in D(k) by induction on (f ) ≥ 1. If (f ) = 1, then it holds for f , by (ii). Let (f ) ≥ 2. If f is irreducible, then it holds for f . If f is reducible, then there are nonisomorphisms g and h in D(k) such that f = hg. Now (f ) = (h) + (g) implies (h) < (f ) and (g) < (f ). By induction hypothesis, both h and g are composed of irreducible morphisms, and hence so is f .
To summarize, our interest in the category D(k) is guided by the following three problems.
(A) Describe the set of all n ∈ N for which the groupoid D n (k) is non-empty.
(B) Describe the categorical structures of all non-empty groupoids D n (k).
(C) Describe all irreducible morphisms in D(k).
Section 3 is devoted to problem (A). Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to problem (B) in case k = R. Problem (C) seems so far not to have been studied explicitly at all, except in [2] where irreducible morphisms of absolute valued algebras are looked at. We conclude this section with a few elementary observations towards (A)-(C).
A k-algebra A is said to have no zero divisors if for all x, y ∈ A the identity xy = 0 implies x = 0 or y = 0. Lemma 2.6. Let A be a k-algebra with 0 < dim(A) < ∞. Then A is a division algebra if and only if A has no zero divisors.
Proof. By definition, A is a division algebra if and only if L a and R a are bijective for all a ∈ A \ {0}. Since dim(A) < ∞, this is equivalent to L a and R a being injective for all a ∈ A \ {0}, which in turn is equivalent to A having no zero divisors.
For any k-algebra B we denote by Ip(B) the set of all non-zero idempotents in B. The proof of the following lemma is straightforward.
, e → f e given by f e (α) = αe for all α ∈ k.
Thus the study of morphisms k → B in D(k) amounts to the study of nonzero idempotents in B. As a first consequence, if dim(B) ≥ 2, then we may distinguish between irreducible and reducible idempotents e ∈ Ip(B), depending on whether the morphism f e : k → B is irreducible or not. If B ∈ D 2 (k), then all morphisms f : k → B have length 1, which in view of Proposition 2.5(ii) implies that all idempotents e ∈ Ip(B) are irreducible. Examples of division algebras B ∈ D 4 (R) containing both irreducible and reducible idempotents are to be found in [2] .
As another consequence of Lemma 2.7 let us solve problem (B) for n = 1. We denote by [k] the isomorphism class of k in D(k).
Proof. Given B ∈ D 1 (k), choose b ∈ B \ {0}. Then b 2 = βb for some β ∈ k \ {0}, and e = β −1 b ∈ Ip(B). The morphism f e : k → B is in D 1 (k), which by Proposition 2.3(ii) means that f e is an isomorphism. So
The trivial group {1} may be viewed as a groupoid T , consisting of precisely one object t and precisely one morphism 1 = I t . By a trivial category we mean any category that is equivalent to T .
Proof. The functor F : T → D 1 (k), defined by F (t) = k and F (1) = I k is faithful by definition, full because Mor D 1 (k) (k, k) = {I k }, and dense by Proposition 2.8. So F is an equivalence of categories. 4 
An approach to problem (A)
The partial solution to problem (A) presented in this section and stated as Theorem 3.1 below amounts to a trichotomy of fields. It is based on classical results from field theory, topology and logic, which historically emerged independently and largely not with problem (A) in mind between 1927 and 1958. The proof of Theorem 3.1 presented here is a condensed version of the original proof, which is to be found in [13] .
Recall that a field k is called real closed if it is formally real (i.e. −1 is not a sum of squares in k) and algebraically closed within the class of all formally real fields (i.e. if k ⊂ is an algebraic field extension with formally real, then k = ). Fields that are neither algebraically closed nor real closed are briefly called non-closed.
Theorem 3.1. For any field k, the set N (k) = {n ∈ N | D n (k) = ∅} admits the following description. [20] . Bott and Milnor [5] , and independently Kervaire [21] , sharpened Hopf's inclusion to N (R) ⊂ {2 m | m ∈ N and m ≤ 3}, thus accomplishing the statement N (R) = {1, 2, 4, 8}.
Let k be real closed. Then a theorem of Tarski's [23, 24, 25] asserts that k and R satisfy the same first order sentences in the language of rings. For each n ∈ N \ {0} we set n = {1, . . . , n} and introduce the triple sequence of variables a = (a hij ) hij∈n 3 and the sequences of variables x = (x i ) i∈n and
is a first order formula in the language of rings with free variables a hij , x i , y j . We denote it by ϕ n (a, x, y) and form σ n = ∃a ∀x, y ϕ n (a, x, y), which is a first order sentence in the language of rings. The notation k |= σ n expresses that k satisfies σ n , which means the existence of n 3 structure constants in k such that the corresponding algebra structure on k n admits no zero divisiors. In view of Lemma 2.6 and Tarski's theorem we obtain the chain of equivalences
Let k be algebraically closed. Then, as Gabriel observed, 2 every k-algebra A with 1 < dim(A) < ∞ has zero divisors. Indeed, choose non-proportional
, and N (k) ⊂ {1} holds by Lemma 2.6 and Gabriel's observation. So N (k) = {1}.
In conclusion of this section we note the following immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1, Proposition 2.8 and Corollary 2.9. (ii) Every finite dimensional division algebra over k is isomorphic to k.
Compare this corollary to the mantra frequently heard at the outset of mathematical talks (but hardly ever justified), maintaining that the assumption " k = k " is inessential! 4 An approach to problem (B) in the real case
We now turn to problem (B) in the classical case k = R. Using the brief notation D = D(R) and D n = D n (R), we know by Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 2.8 that
In this section we present a general approach to the non-empty groupoids D 2 , D 4 and D 8 which was in the air for quite a while, but was made explicit only recently in [12] .
where C 2 = {±1} denotes the cyclic group of order 2, and L, R and sign are defined by L(a) = L a , R(a) = R a and sign(x) = x |x| respectively. By composition we obtain the maps :
, both maps and r are constant.
Proof. Equipping A \ {0}, GL R (A) and R \ {0} with the Euclidean topology and C 2 with the discrete topology, all maps L, R, det and sign are continuous. Hence so are and r. The topological space A \ {0} is connected, as dim(A) > 1. Every continuous map from a connected space to a discrete space is constant.
, associating with A the unique values (A) and r(A) of the maps and r is thus well-defined. For each n ∈ {2, 4, 8} it restricts to p n : Hence problem (B) for k = R splits into the twelve subproblems of describing the structures of the blocks D αβ n for all n ∈ {2, 4, 8} and (α, β) ∈ C 2 × C 2 . Complete solutions to these are at present only known for the four blocks D αβ 2 [15] . See subsection 5.2 for a streamlined version.
If C n ⊂ D n is any full subcategory and C αβ n ⊂ C n denotes the full subcategory with Ob(C
and a description of the structure of C αβ n may be considered as a step towards the desired description of D 5 Partial solutions to problem (B) in the real case
Prerequisites
Every left group action G × M → M gives rise to a groupoid G M , with object set Ob( G M ) = M and morphism sets
G M (x, y) may briefly be denoted by g, provided that the objects x and y are specified in some other way.
Let n ∈ {2, 4, 8}, C n ⊂ D n a full subcategory, and (α, β) ∈ C 2 × C 2 . By a description of the block C αβ n we mean the display of a group action G × M → M , together with an equivalence of categories F :
Any such description we consider as a partial solution to problem (B).
The isotope of a k-algebra A with respect to (σ, τ ) ∈ GL k (A) × GL k (A) is the k-algebra A στ with underlying vector space A, and multiplication x • y = σ(x)τ (y). It follows from Lemma 2.6 that
Regarding the blocks C αβ n of C n we sometimes prefer the more intuitive notation C ++ 
Description of the blocks D αβ 2
With reference to the standard basis (1, i) of the real vector space C, we identify complex numbers x 1 + ix 2 with their coordinate columns x 1 x 2 , and linear operators σ ∈ GL R (C) with their matrices S = (σ(1) σ(i)) ∈ GL(2).
In particular, complex conjugation and rotation in the complex plane by are described by the matrices
respectively. They generate the cyclic group C 2 = K of order 2 and the dihedral group D 3 = R, K of order 6. By S we denote the set of all real 2×2-matrices that are positive definite symmetric and have determinant 1. The left actions of C 2 and D 3 on S 2 by simultaneous conjugation give rise to the groupoids C 2 S 2 and D 3 S 2 respectively. is given on objects by F ij (A, B) = C AK i ,BK j and on morphisms by F ij (F, (A, B), (C, D) 
is given on objects by F 11 (A, B) = C KA,KB and on morphisms by F 11 (F, (A, B), (C, D) 
The effectiveness of this description of all four blocks D αβ 2 of D 2 is demonstrated in [15] , where a classification of Ob(D 2 ) is derived from it, and the automorphism groups of all objects in the classifying list are displayed.
Description of the blocks A αβ 4
An absolute valued algebra A = (A, · ) is a non-zero real algebra A, together with a norm · : A → R satisfying xy = x y for all x, y ∈ A. A morphism of absolute valued algebras (A, · ) and (B, · ) is an algebra morphism f : A → B. Thus the categoryÂ of all absolute valued algebras is well-defined. We denote by A its full subcategory formed by all finite dimensional objects, and for each n ∈ N by A n its full subcategory formed by all n-dimensional objects.
Since every absolute valued algebra has no zero divisors, it follows with Lemma 2.6 that every finite dimensional absolute valued algebra is a real division algebra. Moreover, the norm · of a finite dimensional absolute valued algebra (A, · ) is uniquely determined by A [1] . Thus A may be viewed as a full subcategory of D. In particular, A 4 ⊂ D 4 is a full subcategory. We proceed to describe the blocks A αβ 4 of A 4 . The left action of the classical group SO(3) on the set (SO(3)) 2 by simultaneous conjugation,
determines the groupoid SO(3) (SO(3)) 2 . We aim to exhibit for each (α, β) ∈ C 2 × C 2 an equivalence of categories
To this end we need to recollect a few established results. Let e, i, j, k be Hamilton's standard basis of the quaternion algebra H, and denote by S 3 the group of all unit quaternions. Then i, j, k span the purely imaginary hyperplane V in H. Every a ∈ S 3 determines a special orthogonal operator
inducing a special orthogonal operator
A classical theorem of Hamilton's asserts that the map
is a surjective group homomorphism with kernel {±1}. Passing from κ V a to its matrix in the standard basis (i, j, k) of V , we obtain the surjective group homomorphism µ :
with kernel {±1}. Hamilton's group homomorphism µ turns out to interact nicely with results of RamírezÁlvarez [22] which we proceed to recall. Quaternion multiplication by fixed unit quaternions a, b ∈ S 3 gives rise to special orthogonal operators L a and R b in SO(H), while quaternion con-
The following proposition summarizes in rephrased terminology those results from [22] which are of interest to our setting. (
Based on the choice of a map σ : SO(3) → S 3 such that µσ = I SO(3) , we now
we observe that (p, γ, δ) ∈ M ((a, b), (c, d)) for a unique pair (γ, δ) ∈ C 2 × C 2 , and we define
, and F αβ (P ) = γδκ p . It is easily checked that F αβ is a functor.
Proposition 5.3. For each (α, β) ∈ C 2 × C 2 , the functor
is an equivalence of categories.
Proof. For every
there is a pair (c, d) ∈ S 3 × S 3 such that
where the first isomorphism in this sequence holds by Proposition 5.2(ii). Thus F αβ is dense.
Let objects (A, B) and (C, D) in SO(3) (SO(3)) 2 and a morphism , b), (c, d) ), and hence F αβ (P ) = γδκ σ(P ) = γδκ p = f . Thus F αβ is full.
Let objects (A, B) and (C, D) and two morphisms P, Q : (A, B) → (C, D) in SO(3) (SO(3)) 2 be given, such that F αβ (P ) = F αβ (Q). Setting , b), (c, d) ). Now γδκ p = F αβ (P ) = F αβ (Q) = εζκ q implies γδ1 = γδκ p (1) = εζκ q (1) = εζ1, hence γδ = εζ, and so κ p = κ q . Equivalently κ q −1 p = I H . So q −1 p is a unit quaternion belonging to the centre of H. Since Z(H) = R1, we conclude that q −1 p = ϑ1 for some ϑ ∈ C 2 . Hence p = ϑq, and finally P = µ(p) = µ(ϑq) = µ(q) = Q. Thus F αβ is faithful.
The equivalence of all four groupoids A αβ 4 to SO(3) (SO(3)) 2 was first observed by Forsberg in [19] where he also deduces it from [22] , yet in a less streamlined way than in Proposition 5.3 above. It reappears in different disguise in [12] , as a special case of Darpö's description of all isotopes of the quaternion algebra [10] . The effectiveness of our description of the blocks A αβ 4 is also demonstrated by Forsberg in [19] , in so far as he derives from it a classification of Ob(A 4 ) (cf. [6] ), along with a description of the automorphism groups of all objects in the classifying list in terms of subgroups of SO (3) . 
Guide to further partial solutions to problem (B)
For the convenience of the interested reader we include a brief guide to research articles containing further partial solutions to problem (B) in the real case. This guide is most probably incomplete, as it comprises only articles which the author happens to know. In some of them, the asserted "description of blocks" is not given in the rigorous sense defined in subsection 5.1, and additional work may be required to mould it into that shape.
Every finite dimensional real division algebra which is commutative has dimension at most 2 [20] . Let C 2 ⊂ D 2 be the full subcategory formed by all commutative 2-dimensional real division algebras. Commutativity implies that C
and C −− 2 are described in [11] .
A non-zero k-algebra A is called quadratic if it contains a unity 1 and the sequence 1, x, x 2 is linearly dependent for each x ∈ A. Let Q n ⊂ D n be the full subcategory formed by all quadratic n-dimensional real division algebras. The existence of a unity implies that
= Q 4 is described in [18] . In [17] the block Q [16] . The block Q 1 8 is described in [16] .
A k-algebra A is called flexible if (xy)x = x(yx) holds for all x, y ∈ A. Let F n ⊂ D n be the full subcategory formed by all flexible n-dimensional real division algebras. In [4] it is proved that F 2 = C 2 , F 4 is formed by the scalar isotopes of flexible quadratic 4-dimensional real division algebras, and [4] and [8] , the diagonal blocks F are described in [9] .
A k-algebra A is called power-commutative if every subalgebra generated by one element is commutative. Let P n ⊂ D n be the full subcategory formed by all power-commutative n-dimensional real division algebras. In [14] it is proved that P 4 is formed by all planar isotopes of quadratic 4-dimensional are described in [7] .
